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SUMMARY

The outbreak of Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) throughout the world has
causedmillions of death, while the dynamics of host responses and the underlying
regulation mechanisms during SARS-CoV-2 infection are not well depicted. Lung
tissues from a mouse model sensitized to SARS-CoV-2 infection were serially
collected at different time points for evaluation of transcriptome, proteome,
and phosphoproteome. We showed the ebb and flow of several host responses
in the lung across the viral infection. The signaling pathways and kinases regu-
lating networks were alternated at different phases of infection. This multiplex
evaluation also revealed that many kinases of the CDK and MAPK family were
interactive and served as functional hubs inmediating the signal transduction dur-
ing SARS-CoV-2 infection. Our study not only revealed the dynamics of lung path-
ophysiology and their underlying molecular mechanisms during SARS-CoV-2
infection, but also highlighted somemolecules and signaling pathways that might
guide future investigations on COVID-19 therapies.
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INTRODUCTION

Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19), caused by a highly transmissible pathogen, severe acute respiratory

syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2), emerged at 2019 and spread rapidly worldwide, exerting a disas-

trous effect on global health and economy. Within the short twenty years of the 21st century, there have

been three strains of highly virulent b coronavirus causing the outbreaks of acute respiratory syndrome,

including SARS-CoV in 2002 (Zhong et al., 2003), Middle East Respiratory Syndrome (MERS)-CoV in 2012

(Zaki et al., 2012) and SARS-CoV-2 in late 2019. Compared with the SARS-CoV, SARS-CoV-2 has 10- to

20-fold higher affinity to the host viral receptors (Hoffmann et al., 2020), partially explaining its greater

transmission and faster spread. Although currently many clinical trials for candidate drugs and vaccination

against SARS-CoV-2 are under way, the pandemic is still ongoing. In addition, considering that there have

been three outbreaks of virulent coronavirus within twenty years, it is highly suspected that a new corona-

virus would strike again. Therefore, understanding the mechanisms underlying the pathophysiology of

COVID-19 is imperative and may also prepare us for the next pandemic.

Lungs are the primary target organs for the SARS-CoV-2 infection. Some autopsy examinations have re-

vealed pathological changes in the lungs of patients who died of COVID-19 (Carsana et al., 2020; Tian

et al., 2020; Hooper et al., 2021; Borczuk et al., 2020). Among these changes, mucus hypersecretion

and pulmonary fibrosis have caught our attention because they are highly associated with the exacerba-

tion or even demise of infected patients and may also affect the health of survivors. A single cell

sequencing analysis of bronchoalveolar lavage fluid (BALF) cells from COVID-19 patients revealed over-

expression of gel-forming mucins MUC5AC and MUC5B as well as impairment of mucociliary clearance

(MCC) (He et al., 2020), which promoted the mucus plugs formation and airflow limitation. The excessive

production of MUC5B was also thought to be an indicator of lung fibrosis (Leng et al., 2020; Wu et al.,

2020). The relationship between MUC5B and idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis has been well-depicted (Noth

et al., 2013; Hancock et al., 2018; Peng et al., 2022). Proteomics of lung tissues from postmortem COVID-

19 patients showed significant dysregulation of the extracellular matrix organization, which is relevant to

the pathogenesis of emphysema and lung fibrosis (Leng et al., 2020; Wu et al., 2020). Likewise, Nie et al.

found that the majority of the fibrosis-related proteins with differential expression got involved in the

modification stage of organism fibrosis, reflecting remodeling of the lung structure in patients with se-

vere COVID-19 (Nie et al., 2021).
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However, most previous studies only investigated the lung pathophysiology of severe or decedent COVID-

19 patients, while little is known about the dynamics of biological perturbance during the SARS-CoV-2

infection. For ethical reasons, human lung tissue is difficult to obtain from patients of different infection

stages. Previous studies merely focused on the epithelial cells or immune cells from BALF or peripheral

blood of COVID-19 patients, or lung tissues from COVID-19 decedents whomight die of other severe com-

plications. In addition, the vast majority of lung tissues used in omics studies were not freshly harvested or

even fixed in formaldehyde solution. These may make the results deflective. In addition, the information

from these samples is also limited to the endpoint of the disease course, while the early change of lung

pathophysiology is scarce.

In these respects, animal models of infection are appropriate alternatives of human lung tissues on inves-

tigating the dynamics of COVID-19 pathophysiology and the underlying regulation mechanisms. Previ-

ously, we have successfully established a mouse model sensitized to SARS-CoV-2 infection (Sun et al.,

2020). By transducing adenoviral vector (Ad5) expressing human angiotensin converting enzyme 2

(hACE2), SARS-CoV-2 could invade and replicate in mouse lungs, causing acute lung injury (ALI) with severe

changes at 5 days post infection (dpi), which largely mimicked the COVID-19 lung pathology. By using this

model, we performed a multi-omics analysis on lung tissues of different phases of infection (2, 4 and 6 dpi),

profiled the molecular changes and pathway dysregulation during the viral infection, and revealed under-

lying mechanisms of the COVID-19 pathogenesis, with an emphasis on the immunity, pulmonary fibrosis,

and airway mucus hypersecretion.

RESULTS

Multiplexed quantitative analysis identified dysregulated genes/proteins/phosphopeptides

in mouse lungs during SARS-CoV-2 infection

Mice pre-transduced with Ad5-hACE2 (H) or empty vector (E) were infected with human SARS-CoV-2 virus.

As shown in Figure 1A, fresh lung tissues were obtained from mice at 2, 4 and 6 dpi, and then processed to

RNA and proteins extraction, TMT tag labeling, and omics analysis of transcriptome, proteome and phos-

phoproteome, followed by the integrated analysis of these three omics data to obtain further information.

We chose the time points of 2, 4 and 6 dpi largely based on the previously published study (Sun et al., 2020)

in which the same animal model was used. In SARS-CoV-2 infected Ad5-hACE2 transduced BALB/c mice,

the viral load peaked at 1-2 dpi, while it declined to the lowest titer after 6 dpi. At 2 dpi, infected mice

started to present symptoms such as ruffled fur, hunching, and difficulty breathing, while body weight

loss and pathological changes in lung tissue were the most severe at 6 dpi. Therefore, we consider that

2, 4 and 6 dpi represent the early, middle, and late stage of infection, respectively. The expression value

baselines of transcriptome and proteome were previously corrected by using edgeR and Maxquant

1.5.2.8, respectively. By using the criterion of adjusted p value <0.05 and |log2(FC)| > 1, we identified genes

with differential expression (DE) at each time point (Figure 1B) and the entity was considered differentially

expressed at even one time point. Through the same way, we also confirmed the DE proteins and DE phos-

phorylated peptides (Figure 1B). By using heatmaps, we further displayed the dynamical changes of the

identified DE genes, proteins, and phosphorylated sites, respectively. Also, we found that most of their

expression changed over time (Figure 1C).

SARS-CoV-2 infection reprograms transcriptome in mouse lung

To determine the dynamics of transcriptome in mouse lungs during SARS-CoV-2 infection, we performed a

step-by-step computational analysis from co-expression clustering analysis to protein-protein interaction

(PPI) networking (Figure 2A). First, based on strict criteria, we identified 1,626 genes with differential

expression between H and E groups at any time point. Among these DE genes, we identified six functional

transcriptome clusters (TC) associated with SARS-CoV-2 infection through Mfuzz expression pattern clus-

tering analysis (Kumar and Futschik, 2007) (Figure 2B). The conventional hard clustering of data wherein one

gene is assigned to one exact cluster may lead to information loss. In contrast, soft clustering can overcome

this shortcoming by assigning one gene to several clusters. Mfuzz analysis, a soft clustering technique im-

plemented using the fuzzy c-means algorithm, is based on the iterative optimization of an objective func-

tion to minimize the variation of objects within clusters. Poorly clustered objects reduce influence on the

resulting clusters and make the clustering process less sensitive to noise. The membership value of one

DE gene produced by Mfuzz analysis indicates the degree of membership of this gene in the related clus-

ter. The genes in each cluster shared similar regulation mechanisms. TC4 presented a progressive decline

in overall signals over time while TC1 showed an increase in gene expression. Through KEGG analysis
2 iScience 25, 103967, March 18, 2022



Figure 1. Profiling of transcriptome, proteome and phosphoproteome during SARS-CoV-2 infection in mice

(A) Experimental scheme for transcriptome, proteome and phosphoproteome measurement. SARS-CoV-2 was administrated intranasally into mice pre-

transduced with Ad5-hACE2 (H) or empty vector (E). All conditions were performed in biological triplicates.

(B) Volcano plots of the transcripts, protein abundance and phosphorylation sites. Dysregulated genes, proteins and phosphorylation sites outside the

significance threshold lines were colored in blue (downregulated) or red (upregulated).

(C) Heatmap of dysregulated genes, proteins and phosphorylation sites were shown.

The cutoff of dysregulation was set at adjusted p value <0.05 and |log2(FC)| > 1 for genes, and adjusted p value <0.05 and |log2(FC)| > log2(1.2) for proteins

and phosphorylation sites.
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(Figure 2C), we found that TC2 was enriched DE genes associated with the activation of oxytocin signaling

and adrenergic signaling, cardiac or vascular smooth muscle contraction, and gastric acid secretion, re-

flecting the strong neurohumoral stress response at an early phase of infection. As shown in TC4, metabolic

pathways and the innate immune responses like IgA production were also rapidly induced at 2 dpi and then

gradually simmered down. On the contrary, pathways enriched in TC1 were increasingly activated during

the viral infection, regarding cell proliferation (e.g., cell cycle, DNA replication) and adaptive immunology

(e.g., T-cell receptor signaling pathway). TC6 showed a rapid increase at 4 dpi and was associated with

thrombogenesis (e.g., complement and coagulation cascade, platelet activation) and glycoprotein pro-

duction (e.g., N-Glycan biosynthesis).

To further determine the function and regulation of the genes in each cluster, we performed a PPI network

modulization with the corresponding proteins of DE genes. We identified 13 PPI modules and determined

their functions based on known database like GO and KEGG (Figure 2D). Module 2 included DE genes

correlating to viral protein interaction with cytokines and cytokine receptors. Module 3 showed the defense

response to virus andModule 13 reflected the neutrophil degranulation upon SARS-CoV-2 infection. These

interactive modules showed the activation of innate immune response against SARS-CoV-2 infection.

Genes inModule 4 were correlated tomuscle contraction and platelet activation. Modules 5 and 7 included

DE genes associated with cornified envelope formation, and Module 1 contained cell cycle related genes,

probably indicating the regeneration of lung structure cells and the expansion of immune cells in mouse
iScience 25, 103967, March 18, 2022 3



Figure 2. Transcriptional expression profile revealed co-expression clusters and functional modules during SARS-CoV-2 infection in Ad5-hAEC2

mice

(A) Flow chart of transcriptome analysis.

(B) Clusters of DE genes in lung tissues of SARS-CoV-2 infected mice versus mock controls. Each graph at the left side was composed of a bunch of

membership lines and each line represented one DE gene. The color of the line indicates the membership degree. The darker the red is, the higher the

membership degree is. The y axis indicated the relative gene expression. The heatmap at the right side showed the relative gene expression.

(C) Pathway enrichment and functional annotation of DE genes in TC1, TC2, TC4 and TC6 by KEGG.

(D) Thirteen interconnected modules derived from DE genes. The gene names are shown in the circle.

TC, transcriptome cluster
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lungs. Six collagen genes in Module 11 were associated with extracellular matrix organization reflecting the

lung structure remodeling. Modules 2, 9 and 12 reflected the activation of protein translation, modification,

and trafficking.

Proteomic perturbance in mouse lungs upon SARS-CoV-2 infection

By using the similar stepwise computational analysis (Figure 3A), we sought to profile the proteomic per-

turbance in lung tissues from SARS-CoV-2 infected mice. 1,199 DE proteins were identified from the whole

6,917 proteins, and then were clustered into six proteome clusters (PC) according to their expression pat-

terns across the viral infection through Mfuzz analysis (Figure 3B). Proteins in PC1 and PC5 showed a

gradual decline in the protein abundance during infection, while those in PC3 and PC4 present an

increasing pattern. By further analyzing the DE proteins in these clusters by KEGG pathway enrichment

(Figure 3C), we found that PC5 was rich in metabolism pathways, indicating that cell metabolism was

rapidly triggered upon viral infection and then downregulated. Similarly, proteins in PC1 showed the

enrichment of pathways correlated to cytokine and chemokine production (e.g., chemokine signaling

pathway and PI3K-Akt pathway), which were activated at 2 and 4 dpi while downregulated at 6 dpi. These

signaling pathways contribute to the rapid innate immune response, while pathways in PC3 and PC4 were

later activated and more correlated to the adaptive immune response, such as T and B cell receptor

signaling in PC3 and T helper cell (Th1, Th2 and Th17) differentiation in PC4, suggesting the transition

of innate to adaptive immune defense at 6 dpi in mouse lungs. Proteins in PC4 were also enriched in other

viral infections, indicating that SARS-CoV-2 infection shares some features with other infections. Besides,

pathways in PC3 and PC4 also revealed the later induction of cell death (e.g., apoptosis, autophagy) and

cell proliferation (e.g., cell cycle, VEGF signaling), showing the synchronization of lung injury and regener-

ation upon SARS-CoV-2 infection, in accordance to the pathology of lung tissue damage and repair in

COVID-19 patients.

We further performed the PPI network modulization among the DE proteins and identified eight co-ex-

pressing modules (Figure 3D). PPI 2 was referred to complement and coagulation cascades, consistent

with thrombosis found in COVID-19 decedents (Nie et al., 2021). The thrombosis was also attributable
4 iScience 25, 103967, March 18, 2022



Figure 3. Proteomic perturbance in mouse lungs upon SARS-CoV-2 infection

(A) Flow chart of proteome analysis.

(B) Clusters of DE proteins in lung tissues of SARS-CoV-2 infected mice versus mock controls. Each graph at left was composed of a bunch of membership

lines and each line represented one DE protein. The y axis indicated the relative protein abundance. The heatmap at the right side showed the relative

protein abundance.

(C) Pathway enrichment and functional annotation of DE proteins in PC1, PC3, PC4 and PC5 by KEGG.

(D) Significantly interaction networks derived from DE proteins.

Each circle represents one protein with its gene name marked inside. Three sectors in one circle represents three time points of infection, and red, blue and

gray color indicates increase, decrease and no change in expression, respectively. PC, proteome cluster.
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to neutrophil activation (Noubouossie et al., 2019), which was indicated by upregulation of Plaur, Itgb2,

Cd177 and Hmox2 in PPI 8. Proteins in PPI 4 and PPI 5 functioned in protein degradation. However,

some proteins related to lysosome biogenesis were downregulated during viral infection, such as Ctsd.

Lysosome formation is a key step for the complete process of autophagy, which plays an important role

in host defense by degrading virus proteins, damaging virus-infected cells and processing antigens (De-

retic et al., 2013). Recent studies have demonstrated that SARS-CoV-2 viral protein ORF3a could block

fusion of autophagosomes/amphisomes and lysosome, thus facilitating viral replication (Miao et al.,

2021; Qu et al., 2020; Gassen et al., 2020). In addition, PI3K-Akt pathway activation can reduce autophagy

through its downstream factor-mammalian target of rapamycin complex 1 (mTORC1). Thus, upregulation

of PI3K pathway at 2 and 4 dpi might have left enough time allowing the viral replication, spreading and

evasion from the host immunity (Figures 3B and 3C). Notably, matrix metalloproteinase-9 (Mmp9) in PPI

5 was increased at 6 dpi. Collagenase Mmp9 is upregulated in many chronic diseases including asthma,

chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) and pulmonary fibrosis (Atkinson and Senoir, 2003), getting

involved in the extracellular matrix deposition. PPI 1 and PPI 3, in which most proteins were upregulated,

were associated with protein phosphorylation, indicating the activation of signaling pathways after SARS-

CoV-2 infection.

Based on the highly activated protein phosphorylation (Figure 3D), we further analyzed dysregulated ki-

nases in response to SARS-CoV-2 infection. DE kinases were grouped into six clusters (Figure S1A) accord-

ing to their expression patterns and biological functions. PKR and MLKL were upregulated at all time

points, getting involved in interferon mediated-necroptosis upon viral infection (Balachandran et al.,

2000; Sarhan et al., 2019). MAPKAPK2, RIPK3, JAK3 were not apparently intrigued until 6 dpi, and served

to regulate lung inflammation through activating MAPK signaling cascade, NF-kB and JAK-STAT pathway.

Pathway analysis of the DE kinases showed significant enrichment in VEGF signaling, chemokine signaling,
iScience 25, 103967, March 18, 2022 5
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Figure 4. Phosphoproteomic analysis revealed dysregulated pathways and annotated functions of kinases in SARS-CoV-2 infected mouse lung

(A) Flow chart of phosphoproteomic analysis.

(B) Clusters of DE phosphopeptides in lung tissue of SARS-CoV-2 infected mice versus mock controls.

(C) KEGG pathway enrichment analysis of dysregulated phosphopeptides in the lung tissues.

(D) Interactive networks of dysregulated phosphopeptides. Each sector represents each time point of infection, with red, blue and gray indicating increased,

decreased and unchanged expression, respectively, and yellow indicates that the protein is both modified by upregulated and downregulated

phosphorylated sites.

(E) Clusters of kinases with phosphorylation change.

(F) Pathway enrichment of phosphorylated kinases with activity change by KEGG analysis.

(G) Perturbed phosphorylated kinases associated biological process (BP), cellular component (CC) and molecular function (MF) are presented through GO

analysis.

PPC, phosphoproteome cluster.
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Ras signaling, MAPK signaling, PI3K-Akt signaling, p53 signaling, necroptosis and cellular senescence (Fig-

ure S1B). Gene ontology (GO) analysis also indicated their roles in signal transduction, defense response to

virus, activation of innate and adaptive immunity and cellular metabolic process (Figure S1C).

Phosphoproteomic analysis revealed dysregulated pathways and annotated functions of

kinases in SARS-CoV-2 infected mouse lung

Among 13,370 identified phosphopeptides, we recognized 1,638 dysregulated DE phosphopeptides upon

SARS-CoV-2 infection in mouse lung (Figure 4A). Through co-expression clustering, we grouped these DE

phosphopeptides into six phosphoproteome clusters (PPC) through Mfuzz clustering analysis (Figure 4B).
6 iScience 25, 103967, March 18, 2022
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We further performed pathway enrichment of PPC2, 3, 4 and 6 (Figure 4C), in which the expression of phos-

phopeptides were consecutively upregulated (PPC3 and PPC4) or downregulated (PPC2 and PPC6) across

the time course of infection. As compared to DE proteins (Figure 3C), some pathways enriched in DE phos-

phopeptides share the same dynamical patterns, such as rapid activation of focal adhesion, PI3K-Akt

pathway and PPAR pathway at the early phase of infection, and later induction of DNA replication,

apoptosis and natural killer cell mediated cytotoxicity. However, some pathways were regulated differen-

tially between proteome and phosphoproteome, like chemokine signaling pathway, platelet activation,

TNF signaling and antigen processing and presentation, indicating that regulation machineries of protein

translation and phosphorylation is not always coordinated. In the phosphoproteome of mouse lungs, we

found that MAPK signaling pathway (in PPC2 and PPC6) was predominantly dysregulated, showing a quick

response at 2 dpi and subsequent downregulation at 4 and 6 dpi (Figures 4B and 4C), probably accounting

for the early innate immune response against the virus (Arthur and Ley, 2013).

The DE phosphopeptides could be clustered into eight protein interaction networks through PPI moduli-

zation (Figures 4D and S2). Most of these interaction modules were referred to protein synthesis, transpor-

tation, modification and degradation (Figure S2: PPI 1, 3, 4, 5 and 6), reflecting the active biological

reactions upon SARS-CoV-2 infection. Some modules were correlated to the T cell receptor signaling

pathway (Figure 4D: PPI 7) or p53-regulated DNA Repair (Figure 4D: PPI 8). We also discovered an upregu-

lation of MAPK signaling pathway in PPI 7 (e.g., Mapk3, Araf, Vcl, Tln1), suggesting its potential role in

activating T-cells. This implicated that MAPK pathway got involved in regulating both innate and adaptive

immunity in the SARS-CoV-2 infected lungs.

To further understand the regulation of signaling pathways during viral infection, we also screened out the

phosphorylated kinases from DE phosphopeptides and clustered them into six groups according to their

expression profile (Figure 4E). KEGG pathway enrichment revealed several pathways regulated by these

kinases, including MAPK signaling, T-cell receptor signaling, TGF-b signaling, chemokine signaling and

PI3K-Akt signaling pathway (Figure 4F). GO analysis showed that they were getting involved in protein

phosphorylation and signal transduction, such as positive regulation of MAPK signaling pathway, immune

response, cell proliferation, wound healing etc (Figure 4G).
Integrative analysis of proteome and phosphoproteome revealed kinase activity and their

predicted roles during SARS-CoV-2 infection

As proteome and phosphoproteome have their own unique features, integrative analysis of these two

omics data may bring us new perspectives on the lung pathophysiology upon SARS-CoV-2 infection. We

analyzed and predicted the interrelationship between the activated kinases and DE phosphorylated sites.

The interactive networks present differential regulation patterns of kinases on their underlying substrates at

different time points post infection (Figure S3). The number of phosphorylated sites and kinase-to-phos-

phorylated site connections at 2 dpi was larger than those of the other two time points, indicating that ki-

nases have responded instantly following the SARS-CoV-2 invasion and played a leading role in regulating

the host responses against the viral infection. We also found that the hubs of the networks were always of

MAPK family (e.g. ERKs, P38D, JNK1) and cyclin-dependent kinases (CDKs) at different time points, rein-

forcing the importance of these kinases and their downstream signaling pathways in the lung pathogenesis

during the SARS-CoV-2 infection (Figure S3).

The type and number of activated kinases also changed during SARS-CoV-2 infection (Figures 5A and S4).

According to the kinase activity score, we identified the top 10 positive and negative kinases. CDK family

have accounted for most of the positive kinases at 2 dpi. CDKs play key roles in controlling cell expansion as

well as gene transcription. The role of CDKs in viral replication has also been demonstrated (Gutierrez-Cha-

morro et al., 2021): During human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) replication, CDK7 and CDK9 serve as part

of the RNA-pol II initiation and elongation complexes; CDK8 promotes the transcription of viral genome,

while CDK11 and CDK13 (CHED) contribute to processing the viral transcript. Previous study has reported

that CDK2 and CDK4 were upregulated during SARS-CoV-2 infection (Bouhaddou et al., 2020), while we

firstly demonstrate that CDK7/8/9/13 were also activated at early stage of SARS-CoV-2 infection when viral

replication was highly active. Thus, it is very likely that these CDKs also participate in the SARS-CoV-2 repli-

cation cycle. The role of CDKs in inflammation is also of concern. CDK5 has numerous physiological func-

tions (Sharma and Sicinski, 2020), and it is an activator of IFN-g–activated inhibitor of translation (GAIT)

pathway, which facilitated exacerbation of inflammation (Arif et al., 2011). Besides, CDK8 was identified
iScience 25, 103967, March 18, 2022 7
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Figure 5. Integrative analysis of proteome and phosphoproteome revealed dynamics of kinase activity and their predicted roles in SARS-CoV-2

infection

(A) Activity score of kinases with significant change in both proteome and phosphoproteome.

(B) Schematics of the predicted roles of activated kinases in regulating host responses upon SARS-CoV-2 infection.
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as a potential pro-inflammatory factor reducing production of anti-inflammatory cytokine IL-10 during

innate immune response (Johannessen et al., 2017).

GSK-3b, a classic component of Wnt signaling, is also highly activated at 2 dpi. GSK-3b also gets involved in

the activation ofNF-kBpathway bypromoting phosphorylation of p65 and its transportation to nuclear, thus

mediating the inflammatory response (Hoeflich et al., 2000). In this regard,CCRK (CDK20)wasdemonstrated

as an activator of GSK-3b and mTORC signaling (Sun et al., 2018). These evidences implicated that CDK5,

CDK8, CCRK (CDK20) and GSK-3b may be potential targets for anti-inflammation therapy in COVID-19.

At 4 dpi, cGMP-dependent protein kinases (PKGs) and serum- and glucocorticoid-inducible kinases (SGKs)

were significantly activated. PKG1/2 are serine/threonine protein kinases activated by cGMP. PKG1 can

phosphorylate numerous target proteins, regulating lots of biological processes, such as platelet activation

and adhesion and smooth muscle contraction (Hofmann et al., 2006). PKG2 phosphorylation is essential for

intestinal secretion by promoting CFTR translocation in jejunum (Golin-Bisello et al., 2005). PKG2 nega-

tively regulates growth factors-mediated ERK/MEK activation and cell proliferation (Kamemura et al.,

2017). Wang et al. also discovered that PKG2 inhibited cell proliferation and favored cell differentiation

in human and mouse colon cells through reducing Sox9 expression and its mediated signaling (Wang

et al., 2012).SGKs work synergistically with Akt to propagate the effects of PI3K activation and mediates

cell survival and cell cycle progression (Brunet et al., 2001). Elevation of SGK2/3 is linked to tumor develop-

ment (Basnet et al., 2018). SGK495/STK40 participates in stem cell development and differentiation. It can

negatively regulate the activation of NF-kB, JNK1 and p38MAPK, thus may inhibit inflammation mediated

by these signals (Hu et al., 2019; Taccioli et al., 2015; Li et al., 2010). PIM3 may promote lung fibrosis by up-

regulating expression of p38 MAPK and smooth muscle actin (SMA) (Yang et al., 2017).

At late phase of infection, activated kinases seemed to regulate the immune response and inflammation.

Bruton’s tyrosine kinase (BTK) is indispensable for the development and differentiation of B cells (Khan,
8 iScience 25, 103967, March 18, 2022
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2001). It is also required for TLR8/9-mediated NF-kB activation and IL-6 production during viral infection

(Doyle et al., 2007). PIM2 is essential for cell survival andmay enhance lipopolysaccharide-induced IL-6 pro-

duction (Yang et al., 2010). PIM2 is favorable for B cell survival but inhibits T cell-mediated immune

response (Liu et al., 2020b).NIK(MAP3K14) is involved in NF-kB pathway activation by phosphorylating

NF-kB2 (p100), leading to production and nuclear translocation of p52, which is associated with lympho-

genesis and B cell maturation (Senftleben et al., 2001). JNK, nemo-like kinase (NLK) and p38 MAPK are

known downstream targets for MAP3K7. MAP3K7-NLK signaling negatively regulates the activation of ca-

nonical Wnt pathway, which modulates cell migration and adhesion (Katoh and Katoh, 2009). In addition,

p38, ERK and JNK are involved in many biological mechanisms, including B and T cell receptor signaling

and TGF-b/Smad signaling.

Doublecortin-like kinase 1 (DCLK1) was activated at both 4 and 6 dpi (Figures 5A and S4). It is amarker of turf

cells, which are themain source of IL-25 in intestine, thymus and nasal polyps (Gerbe et al., 2016;Miller et al.,

2018; Kohanski et al., 2018). However, the role of turf cells in lungs and the COVID-19 disease has not been

demonstrated. In this study, we also found that DCLK1 is the upstream of tight junction protein ZO-1 (Fig-

ure S3), indicating its potential role inmediatingdamageof airway epithelium integrity during viral infection,

as phosphorylation of ZO-1 could reduce its location at cell junctions (Abdala-Valencia et al., 2018).

Together, we conclude the potential functions of the activated kinases in regulating the host responses at

different stages of SARS-CoV-2 infection in lungs (Figure 5B). These kinases mediate numerous biological

processes during viral infection, including viral replication, inflammation, immune response, extracellular

secretion and lung fibrosis. The regulation machineries existed to be time-varying, and most biological

processes mediated by them were coordinated with the COVID-19 pathophysiological changes. For

example, CDKs were induced at early phase with functions of regulating DNA replication and inflamma-

tion, while PIM3 and PIM2 were activated at a later phase to promote tissue remodeling and B cell-medi-

ated immune response, respectively (Figure 5B). However, the relationship of these kinases and the host

responses upon SARS-CoV-2 still needs to be further verified.
Reconstruction of signaling pathways and kinase interaction network by integrative profiling

of transcriptome, proteome and phosphoproteome

Through Pearson’s correlation analysis (Figure 6A), we found that nearly half of the transcripts were nega-

tively correlated with their corresponding proteins on expression profiles, suggesting the necessity to inte-

grate the transcriptomic and proteomic data. Therefore, we performed Gene Set Enrichment Analysis

(GSEA) on the whole transcripts as well as proteins of mouse lung, and reconstructed the signaling net-

works upon SARS-CoV-2 infection (Figure 6B). Most of the upregulated signaling pathways were correlated

to pathogen infections. Next, we screened out transcripts and proteins that were overlapped between

Transcriptome and Proteome, and clustered them into 6 modules (Figure 6C). These transcriptome and

proteome clusters (TPC) were processed to pathway enrichment through KEGG analysis (Figure 6D). DE

proteins and genes in TPC6 were upregulated instantly at 2 dpi and then downregulated. They were en-

riched in metabolism pathways. TPC2 was also mainly composed of metabolism pathways while they

were downregulated during viral infection. Apparently, the metabolism pathways between cluster 2 and

6 were diverse. A recent study has demonstrated that different metabolic pathways have adverse effect

on lung inflammation during SARS-CoV-2 infection (Xiao et al., 2021). In TPC3, most of enriched pathways

were correlated to immune response, like RIG-I-like receptor signaling. These responses were intrigued

dramatically at early phase and sustained during the viral infection. PI3K-Akt pathway, ECM-receptor inter-

action and focal adhesion in TPC1 were mainly activated at 4 and 6 dpi.

To investigate the kinase activity and their regulation in cell signals, we integrated all kinases that were dys-

regulated in transcriptome, proteome and phosphoproteome. Only two kinases, CDK1 and TTN, are per-

turbed in all three omics (Figure 6E and Table S1). TTN, a key component in regulatingmuscle construction,

is also associated with mitosis in non-muscle cells. CDK1 plays a vital role in controlling cell cycle and has

extensive functions in cell proliferation and organ regeneration. To further analyze the underlying interac-

tion of DE kinases, we retrieved the upstream signals and substrates of kinases in Table S1 from Phospho-

SitePlus (https://www.phosphosite.org). We found that CDK1 regulates the phosphorylation of many other

kinases, including AAK1, AKAP12, MAPK3, MASTL, NME2, CDKN1A, CDKN1B, PBK, PI3KC2A, PI4KB,

PKN1, PKN2 and TTK, which were also dysregulated in our data. Wee1 is the upstream signal of CDK1,

and could be phosphorylated by PLK1, which is mediated by MAPKAPK2, STK10 and Aurka. MAPKAPK2
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Figure 6. Integrative analysis of transcriptome, proteome and phosphoproteome of lung tissues from sensitized mice upon SARS-CoV-2 infection

(A) Cumulative distribution of Pearson’s correlation coefficient between transcriptome and proteome.

(B) Pathway enrichment based on the correlation coefficient between differentially expressed genes and proteins through gene set enrichment analysis

(GSEA). NES, normalized enrichment score.

(C) Clusters of proteins and transcripts are both dysregulated upon SARS-CoV-2 infection.

(D) Pathway enrichment of DE proteins from (C) by KEGG analysis.

(E) Venn diagram of DE kinases from transcriptome, proteome and phosphoproteome.

(F) Kinase-to-kinase network upon SARS-CoV-2 infection.

Black lines with arrow indicate phosphorylating the downstream substrate. TPC, transcriptome and proteome cluster.
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can be phosphorylated by MAPK3 and MAPK14. As one of the downstream substrates of CDK1, CDKN1B

can also be phosphorylated byMAPK3, Yes1, LYN and RPS6Ka3. Notably, CDK1 also plays a regulatory role

in the activation of MAPK3. We summarized these interactive kinases, and revealed the underlying regu-

lating network of CDK and MAPK family (Figure 6F). The circuit of this kinase-to-kinase network revealed

the mutual feedback relationship among CDK family and MAPK pathway.

Multiplexed quantification of SARS-CoV-2 infected mouse lung implicated dynamical

regulations of lung immunology, fibrosis and mucus secretion

For the three omics data of the SARS-CoV-2 infected mouse lung at different infected time, we further

screened out dysregulated signaling pathways correlated to the lung immunology, pulmonary fibrosis

(PF) and mucus secretion according to previous reports. The types and enrichment level of pathways

from each omics and each infection period were differentially altered (Figures S5, S6, and S7). p53 signaling

pathway was prominently dysregulated in transcriptome at all time points and was associated with lung

immunology and PF upon viral infection; while IL-17 signaling pathway has been involved in all the three

pathological changes. For the immune response to SARS-CoV-2 (Figure S5), pathways like cytosolic

DNA-sensing pathway, leukocyte transendothelial migration as well as antigen processing and presenta-

tion were continuously perturbed during viral infection, indicating the persistence of SARS-CoV-2 infection

from 2 to 6 dpi. Complement and coagulation cascades belong to innate immunity, and were highly en-

riched at 2 and 4 dpi, while less prominent at 6 dpi. Dysregulation of adaptive immunological pathways

like T cell and B cell receptor pathways was not as significant as others, probably due to the lower propor-

tion of immune cells in the lung tissue than in other samples such as peripheral blood. PF related signaling

pathways such as IL-17, p53 and PPAR pathway were significantly enriched in transcriptome of all time

points (Figure S6). The rich factor of the latter two pathways continued to elevate at 6 dpi. Since PF was

a late-onset complication in the COVID-19, we assumed that p53 and PPAR signaling pathway were
10 iScience 25, 103967, March 18, 2022
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more correlated to its development. In accordance, we found that ferroptosis did not significantly per-

turbed until 4 and 6 dpi, and ECM-receptor interaction only came up at 6 dpi, showing that they might

be the vital pathways mediating the pathogenesis of PF upon SARS-CoV-2 infection. For mucus secretion

(Figure S7), signaling pathways like IL-17, Chemokine, TNF and ErbB signaling pathway were consistently

dysregulated at all time points, but we also noticed that some pathways were predominant at late phase,

such as salivary secretion, glycosphingolipid biosynthesis and glycosaminoglycan biosynthesis, probably

explaining the exaggeration of mucus production and secretion at late stage of infection.
DISCUSSION

Previous descriptive studies have left vacancy on the temporal regulation of lung pathophysiology during

SARS-CoV-2 infection. Our multi-omics analysis showed a dynamical perturbance on the transcription,

translation and phosphorylation processes in mouse lung during SARS-CoV-2 infection. The dysregulated

transcripts, proteins and phosphopeptides were enriched in signaling cascades regarding cell metabolism,

immunity, tissue injury and wound healing response, and so on. Andmany dysregulated pathways revealed

in this model were accordant to what were found in COVID-19 patients, e.g. Complement and coagulation

cascades and Platelet activation (Jain et al., 2020; Suvarna et al., 2021), suggesting that our study has a

referential meaning for the COVID-19.

Facing a novel deadly virus, it is important for us to know whether it shares common pathogenic mecha-

nisms with other viruses or it has unique mechanisms. We found that the pathways and signal cascades

explored in this study are not specific in SARS-CoV-2 infection, since they can be dysregulated upon other

kinds of infection (Kimura et al., 2013; Li and Tang, 2021; Huang and Tang, 2021). We also revealed that

SARS-CoV-2 infection shared some dysregulated genes/proteins with other viral infection (e.g., Influenza,

HIV, Epstein-Barr virus and human simplex virus infection) and even bacterial infection (e.g., Staphylo-

coccus aureus infection). However, from another perspective, we may consider it to be a characteristic

for COVID-19 that almost all the classic infectious and inflammatory pathways have participated in its dis-

ease pathogenesis. Although most of the signal cascades have been reported previously in other samples

of SARS-CoV-2 infection, the main purpose of this study is to elucidate the dynamical regulation of host

responses upon SARS-CoV-2 infection, which is not fully understood. By identifying the dysregulated mol-

ecules and pathways at different stages of infection as well as correlating them with pathological changes

emerging at the same time, we could not only better understand the pathogenesis of COVID-19, but also

explore the potential regulation mechanisms.

We showed that host metabolism was quickly intrigued at the early stage of infection. Upregulated cell

metabolism provides energies and materials for viral replication and other biological processes. SARS-

CoV-2 could reprogram the host metabolism to promote the expression of viral RNA and proteins (Zhang

et al., 2021). Metabolic pathways have divided roles in regulating SARS-CoV-2 infection-induced systematic

inflammation. For instance, inhibition of tryptophan metabolism reduced production of IL-1a, IL-1b and IL-

6 in SARS-CoV-2 infected cells, while blocking purine metabolism brought an opposite outcome (Xiao

et al., 2021). We found that purine metabolism was significantly induced at 2 dpi while downregulated at

4 and 6 dpi. Thus, the formation of inflammatory storm in severe COVID-19 might be partially ascribed

to the suppression of purine metabolism at the late phase of infection.

Accompaniedwith the rapidmetabolic response, innate immunity was also activated from the early stage of

SARS-CoV-2 infection, indicated by activation of pathways regarding pathogen recognition, cytokine pro-

duction, chemokines signaling pathways, complement and coagulation cascades and neutrophil degranu-

lation. These pathwayswere then gradually downregulatedwhile adaptive immune responses such as T cell,

B cell, and T helper cell signaling were induced at late phase (4–6 dpi). For the underlying regulation mech-

anism of lung immunity upon SARS-CoV-2 infection, we proposed that CDKs and MAPK pathway may play

essential roles in the activation of immune system andmediating the shift from innate immunity to adaptive

immunity. Kinases of CDKandMAPK familywerepredominantly dysregulatedduring SARS-CoV-2 infection.

CDKsweremainly activated at early phasewhileMAPKpathwaywas intrigued throughout thewhole course.

Although previous studies have evidenced the cross-interaction between MAPK and CDK and emphasized

its important role in cell cycle of yeasts (Repetto et al., 2018; Durandau and Pelet, 2021), we identified this

relationship in mammals with SARS-CoV-2 infection, which has been scarcely demonstrated before. What’s

more, we proposed that the cross-interaction between these kinases may not only function in cell cycle, but

also get involved in other host responses during SARS-CoV-2 infection, such as immune response. CDKs can
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regulate type I interferon (IFN) expression (Cingöz and Goff. 2018), which was produced by innate immune

cells following viral infection. Besides, CDK5 and CDK8 may promote lung inflammation by inhibiting anti-

inflammatory response like IL-10 production (Arif et al., 2011; Johannessen et al., 2017). MAPK pathway is

involved in various immunological signaling cascades, including NF-kB, Toll-like receptor, IL-6 receptor,

and T/B cell receptor signaling (Huang et al., 2009). Many scientists have proposedMAPK pathway as a po-

tential therapeutic target for SARS-CoV-2 infection (Grimes and Grimes, 2020), evidenced by the anti-viral

effect of MAPK pathway inhibitors in SARS-CoV-2 infected cells (Bouhaddou et al., 2020; Klann et al., 2020).

However, whether these inhibitors reduce lung inflammation or other pathological changes remains uncer-

tain, so that more evidences from in vivo animal studies are still needed.

SARS-CoV-2 infection-associated PF is a complication and sequela of COVID-19 pneumonia, especially in se-

vere cases, while the mechanism is still vague. In this study, we observed dysregulation of collagen deposition

relatedproteins (e.g.,Mmp9, Col5a2, Col8a2, Col11a2), indicating the emergenceof lung fibrosis in ourmouse

model. The biological pathways in COVID-related PF were different from those of PF caused by other reasons

(Yanget al., 2021). Thepathogenesis of PF is associatedwithmany factors, includingcellular senescence, oxida-

tive stress, inflammation andmitochondrial dysfunction (Yue and Yao. 2016). p53 signaling is a classic pathway

regulatingcell cycleandcellular senescence, triggeredbyvarious stimuli includingDNAdamage, inflammation

storm and oxidative stress (Mijit et al., 2020). P53 expression was increased in ATII cells after lung injury, and its

deficiency could block PF development, probably through hindering p53 from interacting with the fibrinolytic

system (e.g., uPA, uPAR, PAI-1) (Bhandary et al., 2012, 2013). Inflammation is another crucial contributor of PF.

Someprofibrotic cytokineswere also increased inCOVID-19 patients, including IL-1b, IL-2, IL-6, IL-8, IL-9, IL-10,

IL-12and IL-17A (Sheet al., 2021;Huanget al., 2020). Insufficient autophagy,markedby theaccumulationofp62

and ubiquitinated proteins (Komatsu et al., 2007), is also considered as a risk factor for PF (Araya et al., 2013). In

our study, p53 and IL-17 signaling pathways were continuously dysregulated. We also found that autophagy

was hindered at early and middle stage post infection, indicating the delayed activated and insufficient auto-

phagy in ourmousemodel. TGF-b signalingwas also activated in our study, consistentwith an increased TGF-b

level in serum of COVID-19 patients (Agrati et al., 2020). These evidences suggested the latent roles of p53,

IL-17 and TGF-b pathways as well as insufficient autophagy in the development of PF in COVID-19. A recent

study revealed that TGF-b interactswith the viral proteinORF8andpromotes viral replication in humanalveolar

epithelial cell line A549 (Stukalov et al., 2021), while how far it affects the development of COVID-19-related PF

has not been depicted. Further studies using animalmodels of SARS-CoV-2 induced PF need to be conducted

to verify the mechanisms of COVID-19 related PF.

Excessive mucus production may be fatal through forming mucus plugs in the distal airway and leading to

hypoxia in COVID-19 patients. There is a dearth of evidence on the underlying mechanism of mucus hyper-

secretion upon SARS-CoV-2 infection. Airway mucus production can be triggered by numerous stimuli,

including microbial infection, aeroallergens, cigarette smoke, pollutants and inflammatory cytokines via

activating JAK-STAT and MAPK pathways (Rose and Voynow, 2006; Khan et al., 2021; Li and Tang, 2021).

Inflammation has an established role in inducing mucus production in many airway diseases (Fahy and

Dickey, 2010). Liu et al. found that IFN pathways upregulated mucin proteins upon SARS-CoV-2 infection

(Liu et al., 2020a). Cytokines such as IL-2, IL-4, IL-6, IL-13, IL-17 and TNFa, which were also elevated in

COVID-19 patients (Huang et al., 2020), can lead to the increased production of MUC2/5AC/5B (Khan

et al., 2021). Notably, unlike other cytokines, mucus production induced by IL-17 was independent of

JAK-STAT signaling (Newcomb et al., 2013), implicating that JAK-STAT inhibitors might not effectively

ameliorate mucus hypersecretion in COVID-19 patients (Stebbing et al., 2021). Our current study demon-

strated that activation of TNF and IL-17 signaling pathways were predominant during SARS-CoV-2 infec-

tion, indicating their pivotal roles in regulating airway mucus secretion in COVID-19. Kinases such as

PCTAIRE 1 and PKG2 are correlated to extracellular secretion (Palmer et al., 2005; Golin-Bisello et al.,

2005), and were also activated in our study, thus may regulate excessive mucus secretion in SARS-CoV-2

infected lungs. Although TNF and IL-17 signaling pathway were activated since the early stage, the biolog-

ical processes of glycoprotein synthesis andmucus secretion were induced later. This pattern of mucus pro-

duction and secretion might promote rapid mucus accumulation and mucus plug formation.

In conclusion, we used multi-level omics analysis to characterize the pathological changes in mouse lungs

upon SARS-CoV-2 infection. We observed predominant dysregulated signaling pathways that may explain

the immune response, mucus overproduction and pulmonary fibrosis induced by SARS-CoV-2 infection,

and also provide some valuable information for therapeutic development. In this study, we highlight the
12 iScience 25, 103967, March 18, 2022
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feedback relationship between CDK and MAPK family, and their central roles in regulating viral replication

and host immune response. Metabolic pathways like purine metabolism are involved in modulating SARS-

CoV-2 induced inflammation. p53, IL-17 and TGF-b pathways as well as insufficient autophagy are closely

correlated to the development of COVID-19 related PF. IL-17 and TNF pathway, as well as certain kinases

like PCTAIRE 1 and PKG2may be responsible for airway mucus hypersecretion. These factors and pathways

may serve as potential biomarkers for disease coursemonitoring and therapeutic targets as well as increase

our understanding on the pathophysiology of COVID-19.

Limitations of the study

There were some limitations of our study. First, we used a mouse model which may not totally reflect the

pathological changes in human. However, the strength of using animal model is that we can serially collect

samples of different infection time, while it is very difficult to acquire lung tissues from patients during the

disease course. Second, in this multi-omics analysis, as all cells have been mixed and homogenized, we

could hardly identify the origins of the DE transcripts and proteins. Further, studies such as single-cell

sequencing on lung samples of SARS-CoV-2 infection are necessary to determine cell-specific biological

perturbances.
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KEY RESOURCES TABLE
REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Bacterial and virus strains

SARS-CoV-2/human/CHN/IQTC01/2020

(GenBank: MT123290.1)

N/A

Chemicals, peptides, and recombinant protein

DMEM GIBCO Cat.# C11965500BT

Typsin Promega Cat # V5111

Triethylammonium bicarbonate buffer (TEAB) Sigma-Aldrich Cat # T7408

Urea Sigma-Aldrich Cat # U1250

Protease and Phosphatase Inhibitor Cocktail Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat # 78442

BCA kit Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat # 23250

Dithiothreitol Sigma-Aldrich Cat # 43815

Iodoacetamide Sigma-Aldrich Cat # I6125

Strata X C18 Phenomenex Cat # 8B-S100

Trifluoroacetic acid Sigma-Aldrich Cat # T6508

Acetonitrile Fisher Chemical Cat # LS120

Formic acid Fluka Cat # 27001

Critical commercial assays

TMTsixplex� Isobaric Label Reagent Set Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat # 90068

RNeasy mini kit Qiagen Cat # 74104

TruSeq� RNA Sample Preparation Kit Illumina Cat # RS-122-2001

Deposited data

Mass spectrometry data PRIDE PXD031574

RNA sequence data GEO GSE196488

Experimental models: Organisms/strains

Mouse: WT BALB/c mouse Hunan SJA Laboratory Animal Co.(China) N/A

Software and algorithms

Maxquant (version 1.5.2.8) Tyanova et al. (2016) http://www.maxquant.org/

STRING (v.11.0) Szklarczyk et al., (2019) https://string-db.org/

R version 3.6.1 R Project https://www.r-project.org

Metascape Zhou et al. (2019) https://metascape.org/gp/index.html#/main/

step1

ClueGO 2.5.6 Bindea et al. (2009) https://cytoscape.org/

MoMo (v.5.0.2) Cheng et al. (2019) http://meme-suite.org/tools/momo

InterProScan (v.5.14-53.0) the European Bioinformatics Institute in

Cambridge

http://www.ebi.ac.uk/interpro/

KAAS (v.2.0) Moriya et al. (2007) http://www.genome.jp/kaas-bin/kaas_main

KEGG Mapper (v.2.5) Kanehisa et al. (2021) http://www.kegg.jp/kegg/mapper.html

Wolfpsort (v.0.2) Computational Biology Research Center http://www.genscript.com/psort/wolf_psort.

html

CELLO (v.2.5) Yu et al. (2004) http://cello.life.nctu.edu.tw/

Blast (v.2.2.26) National Center for Biotechnology Information http://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi
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Other

Qubit� 2.0 Fluorometer Life Technologies N/A

Agilent 2100 bioanalyzer Agilent Technologies N/A

Illumina NovaSeq 6000 Illumina N/A

Hisat2 (v.2.0.5) Hierarchical Indexing for Spliced

Alignment of Transcripts

https://github.com/trinityrnaseq/

trinityrnaseq/wiki
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RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact

Further information should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the Lead Contact, Xiao Xiao Tang

(tangxiaoxiao@gird.cn).
Materials availability

This study did not generate new unique reagents.

Data and code availability

RNA sequences and mass spectrometry data have been deposited at GEO and PRIDE, respectively, and

are publicly available as of the date of publication. Accession codes are listed in the key resources table.

Other data or additional information reported in this paper is available from the lead contact upon request.

This paper does not report original code.
EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Mice

Specific pathogen-free 6–10-week-old female BALB/c mice were purchased from Hunan SJA Laboratory

Animal Co. (Hunan, China) and maintained in the Animal Care Facilities at the Guangzhou Medical Univer-

sity. All protocols have been approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committees of the

Guangzhou Medical University.
Virus

The SARS-CoV-2 strain used in this study was isolated from COVID-19 patients in Guangzhou (Accession

numbers: MT123290), and passaged on African Green monkey kidney-derived Vero E6 cells. The human

serotype 5 adenoviral vector expressing human ACE2 (Ad-hACE2) under the control of the CMV promoter

was generated by using the RAPAd.i system (Anderson et al., 2000).
METHOD DETAILS

Transduction and infection of mice

After being gently anesthetized with isoflurane, themice were administrated intranasally with 2.53 108 FFU

of Ad5-hACE2 or Ad5-Empty in a total volume of 75 mL Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM,

GIBCO, Grand Island, NY). Five days later, all mice were infected intranasally with SARS-CoV-2 (13 105

PFU) in 50 mL DMEM. Mice were sacrificed and their lung tissues were freshly collected at 2, 4 and

6 days after infection. Each group was performed in biologically triplicates (n = 3 for each time point of

each group). All work with SARS-CoV-2 was conducted in the Biosafety Level 3 (BSL3) Laboratories of

Guangzhou Customs District Technology Center.
RNA extraction and RNA sequencing

Total RNA from mouse lung tissues was isolated using RNeasy mini kit (Qiagen, Germany). Paired-end li-

braries were synthesized by using the TruSeq� RNA Sample Preparation Kit (Illumina, USA) following

TruSeq� RNA Sample Preparation Guide. Briefly, the poly-A containing mRNAmolecules were purified us-

ing poly-T oligo-attached magnetic beads.
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Following purification, the mRNA is fragmented into small pieces using divalent cations under 94�C for

8 min. The cleaved RNA fragments are copied into first strand cDNA using reverse transcriptase and

random primers. This is followed by second strand cDNA synthesis using DNA Polymerase I and RNase

H. These cDNA fragments then go through an end repair process, the addition of a single ‘A’ base, and

then ligation of the adapters. The products are then purified and enriched with PCR to create the final

cDNA library. Purified libraries were quantified by Qubit� 2.0 Fluorometer (Life Technologies, USA) and

validated by Agilent 2100 bioanalyzer (Agilent Technologies, USA) to confirm the insert size and calculate

the mole concentration. Cluster was generated by cBot with the library diluted to 10 pM and then were

sequenced on the Illumina NovaSeq 6000 (Illumina, USA).

Lung tissue digestion

Samples were ground into cell powder in liquid nitrogen and four volumes of lysis buffer (8 M urea with 13

Protease and Phosphatase Inhibitor Cocktail) was added. After sonication three times on ice and centrifu-

gation at 12,000 g at 4�C for 10 min, remaining debris was removed and the supernatant was collected. Pro-

tein concentration was determined with BCA kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific) according to the manufacturer’s

instructions. Protein solution was reduced with 5 mM dithiothreitol for 30 min at 56�C and alkylated with

11 mM iodoacetamide for 15 min at room temperature in darkness. The protein sample was then diluted

by adding 200 mM TEAB to urea concentration less than 2M. Finally, trypsin was added at 1:50 trypsin-to-

protein mass ratio for the first digestion overnight and 1:100 trypsin-to-protein mass ratio for a second 4-h

digestion.

TMT labeling

Peptide digested by trypsin was desalted with Strata X C18 (Phenomenex, California, USA) and vacuum

freeze-dried. Peptide was dissolved in 0.5 M TEAB (Sigma, St. Louis, MO, USA), and labeled according

to the instruction of TMT kit (Thermo Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA). Briefly, the labeled reagent was

thawed and dissolved in acetonitrile (ACN, Fisher Chemical, Leicestershire, UK). Then the peptide mixtures

were incubated for 2 h and pooled, desalted and vacuum freeze-dried.

High performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) fractionation

The tryptic peptides were fractionated by high pH reverse-phase HPLC using Agilent 300 Extend C18 col-

umn (5 mm particles, 4.6 mm ID, 250 mm length). Briefly, peptides were first separated into 60 fractions with

ACN (pH 9.0) of 8%–32% over 60 min. Then, the peptides were combined into 14 fractions and dried by

vacuum centrifuging. For phosphorylation, the peptides were combined into 4 fractions and dried by vac-

uum centrifuging.

Phosphorylation enrichment

Peptide mixtures were first incubated with IMAC microspheres suspension with vibration in loading buffer

(50% acetonitrile/0.5% acetic acid). The IMAC microspheres with enriched phosphopeptides were

collected by centrifugation, and the supernatant was removed. To remove nonspecifically adsorbed pep-

tides, the IMAC microspheres were washed with 50% acetonitrile/0.5% acetic acid and 30% acetonitrile/

0.1% trifluoroacetic acid, sequentially. To elute the enriched phosphopeptides from the IMAC micro-

spheres, elution buffer containing 10%NH4OHwas added and the enriched phosphopeptides were eluted

with vibration. The supernatant containing phosphopeptides was collected and lyophilized for LC-MS/MS

analysis.

LC-MS/MS analysis

Peptides dissolved in solvent A (0.1% formic acid in 2% ACN) were separated by EASY-nLC 1000 UPLC sys-

tem. The gradient was comprised of an increase from 5% to 23% solvent B (0.1% FA in 90% ACN) over

40 min, 23%–35% in 12 min, 35%–80% in 4 min then holding at 80% for the last 4 min. The constant flow

rate was set at 550 nL/min. The peptide was then subjected to NSI source for ionization and analyzed by

QE plus mass spectrometry. The electrospray voltage applied was 2.2 kV. The m/z scan range was 350

to 1,800 for primary MS, and the resolution was set to 70,000. The fixed starting point of the scan range

of secondary MS is 100 m/z, with the resolution of 35,000. Data dependent scanning (DDA) program was

used as data acquisition. To enhance the efficiency of MS, automatic gain control (AGC) was set at 1E5.

The signal threshold was set to 2E4 ions/s, the maximum injection time was set to 50 ms and the dynamic

exclusion time of tandem MS was 15 s to avoid repeated scanning of parent ions.
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Database search

Maxquant (v1.5.2.8) was used to retrieve the secondary mass spectrometry data. Retrieval parameter

setting: the database is Mus_musculus_10090 (17,045 sequences), reverse database is added to calculate

the false discovery rate (FDR) caused by randommatching, and common pollution database is added to the

database to eliminate the influence of the contaminated protein in the identification results. The enzymatic

cutting mode is set to trypsin/p and the number of missing bits is set to 2. The minimum length of peptide

segment is set to 7 amino acid residues and the maximum modification number of peptide segment is set

to 5. The mass error tolerance of first search and main search are 10 ppm and 5 ppm respectively, and the

mass error tolerance of second fragment ion is 0.02 Da. The alkylation of cysteine was set as fixed modifi-

cation, variable modification as Acetyl (Protein N-term), Oxidation (M), deamination (NQ) and Phospho

(STY). The quantitative method was tmt-6plex, and the FDR of protein identification and PSM identification

was set to 1%.
Bioinformatic analysis

Gene Ontology (GO), domain, the Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) annotation and

subcellular localization were performed. GO annotation proteome was obtained from the UniProt-GOA

database (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/GOA/) and completed with InterProScan. Identified proteins domain func-

tional descriptions were annotated by InterProScan (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/interpro/). KEGG database was

used to annotate pathways by KAAS and KEGGmapper. Subcellular location was predicted by usingWoLF

PSORT. Further hierarchical clustering of protein functional classification base on differential expression

(such as GO, domain, pathway, complex). The database number or protein sequence of differential expres-

sion protein screened from different comparison groups were compared with the STRING (v.11.0) protein

network interaction database, and the interaction relationship of differential protein was extracted if the

confidence score >0.7 (high confidence). Then, R package "networkD300 tool was used to visualize the inter-

action network of different proteins.
QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

The statistics used in the bioinformatic analysis are described in the STARmethod section above. The exact

number of animals in this study has been indicated in the section of ‘‘Transduction and infection of mice’’.

Wilcox’s test and Benjamini-Hochberg correction are used to calculate and adjust p value, respectively.

The criterions for determining differential expression between H and E group in transcriptome, proteome

and phosphoproteome are indicated in the figure legends.
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